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alking about the state of the natural industry isn’t easy
because we’re still emerging from a period of time where no
business was operating as usual. But it’s still important that we
do look at what’s happening in our stores because shoppers
are still moving forward and helping the marketplace evolve.
Fortunately for us, the best way to understand the state of the
natural industry is to look at the data: it tells us where we are
and where we’re going. SPINS experts are talking with brands
and retailers every day, discussing what they’re seeing in stores
and hearing from customers.
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In that spirit, our data experts took those conversations to the
next level and looked across our channels—including natural,
multioutlet, regional, and pet—to understand the state of
today’s natural industry and give guidance on where it’s going.
We’re not here to rehash the same trends you’ve been hearing
about. Instead, we’re putting a spotlight on the changes that
are beginning to arrive in some stores and signal the state of
today’s natural market.
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WORLD FL AVORS
FIND A NE W AUDIENCE
Over the last year we’ve seen significant growth in sales for items with
Asian flavor profiles. Leading this trend are sales for Korean and Japanese
profiles. Japanese items coming in at 28.8% growth over the last
year and Korean items coming in at 38.10% growth within the last
year. While this trend isn’t limited to items from and inspired by these two
countries, we can certainly look at them as leaders in western markets.

+28.8%
+38.10%
Now, there are a couple lenses we could view this marked growth through.
Over the last couple decades, Korean and Japanese cultural exports
such as music, television, and comics have certainly saturated American
markets. Along with the popularity of these media exports, we could also
assume a rise in popularity of food and beverage exports. Of course,
keeping the pandemic in mind, many people were confined to their homes
with limited options to eat out this last year. It’s logical to acknowledge this
growth could be attributed to consumers creating gourmet experiences for
themselves at home, implementing world flavors into their cooking. In part,
this may be true but we’re also seeing specific Asian flavor profiles in items
found outside of the kitchen.
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Take brands such as Kimino and Sanzo as examples. Offering innovation
and nuance to the sparkling water category, these brands offer to-go
options with a twist. Heavily featuring Asian fruit profiles such as yuzu
and lychee, Kimino and Sanzo provide world flavors not often available at
the store. Emphasizing tradition and craft, Kimino’s unique sourcing and
philosophy have produced a staggering 1521.40% growth rate in sales of
their yuzu sparkling water alone. Sanzo, on the other hand, doesn’t market
their philosophy or flavor profiles as something so traditional. Nonetheless,
all items in their line have seen significant growth by providing the
“1st Asian Inspired Sparkling Water…” with their calamansi sparkling water
leading at a 941.0% growth rate over the last year.

As we move into another year, we are likely to see more unique
international profiles hit the market in everyday food and beverage items
based on this growth. While kitchen staple items may take a dip due to
customers retiring their pandemic purchasing habits, we may also see an
uptick in convenience/on-the-go items. And customers are quickly finding
that convenience doesn’t have to mean flavorless, uninspired, or unworldly!
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NOOTROPICS
DESERVE AT TENTION

Cognitive Health
Functional Ingredient Growth1

Nootropics have been on the rise in recent years due to more people
looking to enhance mental performance and focus. Found mostly in
supplements but making their way into functional food and beverage, these
brain boosting ingredients are becoming must haves in a world where time
is short and efficiency is a requirement. The popularity of these ingredients
and products was accelerated when people were working from home and
distractions were everywhere.

147.6%
108.9% 103.8%

18.2%
Phosphatidyl
Serine

Alpha
Brain

Gaia
Herbs
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C4 Smart
Energy

DMAE

Ginko Bioba

10.6%
Bacopa

Other
Mushrooms

-11.7%
DHA
Products

To make the most of the work day, these nootropics won consumers over.
The list of nootropics is ever growing, however, here are some of the most
popular: L-theanine, phosphatidyl serine, acetyl L carnitine, hup A, and
Bacopa. While these ingredients can be taken on their own, many brands
make nootropic blends to increase the benefits. A few products doing this
well are Alpha Brain and Gaia Herbs. Additionally, given the importance
of concentration to athletes, more and more performance nutrition products
are including nootropics to enhance past energy and nutrient support.
Products like C4 Smart Energy use the addition of nootropics to their
historic pre-workout and performance energy product line.
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SHOPPERS ARE
ON A MISSION
Shoppers have long reached for natural and wellness products that improved their health and fit their dietary goals. Today, shoppers are still
reaching for these better-for-you products, but they’re not just looking after
themselves. Today, consumers are choosing brands run by underrepresented communities as well as those committed to improving the health
of shoppers, the well-being of animals and the planet, or the livelihoods
of their workers. Minority-owned and/or certified (BIPOC) businesses
have experienced a 28% sales growth over the last year, according to
SPINS Data combined with KeHE DIVERSEtrade’s product classifications.
During the same period, LGBT-owned and/or NLGCC-certified businesses grew 19% and women-owned and/or certified businesses grew
18%.
Several factors are encouraging shoppers to make these conscientious
decisions at the checkout stand. Climate change and other environmental concerns are major concerns for shoppers, and these issues can be
tackled both from how the product itself is produced to what kind of packaging it comes in. Recently—particularly over the last year—more shoppers have paid attention to how everything from government to everyday
business practices affect marginalized communities. Now, shoppers can do
a quick search to see if the products on their store shelves benefit one of
these groups or leave the planet in a better place than it is. For example,
Certified B Corporation Performance products meet a set of criteria that
prove they are focused on their social, environmental, and business impact.
Over the last year, SPINS has seen Certified B products grew across
top categories: Pet (up 17%), Frozen (up 16%), Grocery (up 8%) and
Body Care (up 7%).
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The momentum to a more mindful shopping experience has been building
for years, and we believe we’re at a tipping point where this becomes the
norm, not the exception. The need to address climate change, social inequities, and responsible business practices aren’t going anywhere anytime
soon. Newer and small brands tend to emphasize their individuals behind
the business, so expect to see that messaging come through in marketing
as well as packaging. Larger brands might not have the ability to be a personable as their smaller counterparts, though they will likely play up their
responsible production practices or the financial contributions they make to
various communities and organizations.

Minority-Owned/
Certified BIPOC ²

Women-Owned²

Sales Growth

vs YA

vs 2YA

Sales Growth

vs YA

vs 2YA

6-13-2021

6%

40%

6-13-2021

-1%

30%

12-27-2020

32%

44%

12-27-2020

23%

42%
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Certified B-Corp²

Sales Growth
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MUSHROOMS ARE MAGICAL
No, we aren’t talking about those magic mushrooms. Mushrooms are
trending in a variety of products. Known for their versatility in function,
mushrooms are being recognized for their versatility in application as well.
Functional mushrooms are seeing growth in Herbal Singles (+10%),
Shelf Stable Coffee (+14%), Shelf Stable Jerky (+55%), and even
performance nutrition supplements (+2%). With the added functionality,
mushrooms such as lion’s mane can help focus and brain support,
cordyceps are used to enhance physical performance and endurance, and
a variety of mushrooms are used for the ever important immune health.
Some of the interesting mushroom products we are seeing expand
categories are Dream Pops Lion's Mane, which adds these functional
mushrooms to a frozen treat. Meanwhile, morning routines are getting a
jolt as more shoppers discover the joy of mushroom coffee. Brands like
Four Sigmatic are using lion’s mane and chaga to be a coffee for both the
brain and body. Teeccino has cordyceps coffee for athletes to help out with
endurance. Expect this rise in mushroom functional beverage to continue
to drive sales. Mushroom coffee might sound new to many shoppers, but
it has been around since WWII and offers some alternative and additional
benefits to regular coffee. While it can be caffeinated it usually contains
less caffeine than in traditional coffee. However, it is sought after for having
an adaptogen effect on energy, offering enhanced immune function, and
reducing cholesterol.

Functional Mushroom Growth in
Shelf Stable Coffee & Hot Cocoa3
72.8%
42.4%

Cordycep

Maitake

28.2%

28.2%

Reishi

Chaga
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12.6%
Other

Given the growing popularity of mushrooms and overall health and wellness
attributes associated with them, we expect this trend to continue to grow
over the next year. Immunity will continue to be top of mind for consumers,
and any opportunity to sneak in these nutrition powerhouses to new
categories will be welcomed. This is similar to the hidden veggie trend we
have seen creep up over the past few years as well, so look for functional
mushrooms to pop up in more and more categories.
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SNACKS THAT
SATISFY ANY DIET
Snack foods haven’t always had a reputation for great nutrition, but today’s shoppers and innovative brands are changing that. Classic snacks
like chips, pretzels, and jerky saw strong year over year growth, which isn’t
terribly shocking since many shoppers were stuck inside for much of that
time thanks to lockdowns. Even then, however, shoppers sought healthier
options for their favorite snacks. Within shelf stable items labeled organic,
nuts and trail mix and dried fruit were up 17.4%, candy was up 5.8%,
and chips and pretzels grew 4.4%. Within shelf stable products where
whole grain is listed as the first ingredient, rice cakes saw 42.3%
growth, pretzels and snacks rose 12.5%. Customers aren’t giving up
their favorite items; they’re choosing the smarter versions of them. Look to
The Good Crisp Company, which produces potato crisps free of artificial
colors and flavors and made with sustainable palm oil.
Smart snacking is becoming more common for one obvious reason: everyone loves to snack. Even if you’re foodie or an athlete dedicated to your
diet, you want something to enjoy between meals, while watching a movie,
or as a reward at the end of the day. Fortunately, brands have caught on
and there are options for everyone. For example, anyone who’s watching
their macros can get help hitting their daily protein goal by choosing shelf
stable snacks that have more than 8 grams of protein per serving. Within
that attribute, chips, pretzels, and snacks are up 29.1% and jerky and
meat snacks are up 14.9%. For example, Stryve’s grass-fed beef jerky offers 16g of protein per serving without any sugar or preservatives. Similarly,
shoppers can find a snack that fits any diet out there. Even vegans can
now find jerky and meat snacks, which are up 55.6%; Keto dieters can
choose chips and pretzels (up 16.5%) that meet their requirements;
and paleo faithfuls don’t need to worry if they want candy (up 11.1%).
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Because snacks have such universal appeal and fit within almost any lifestyle and diet, we’re confident brands still have plenty of room to surprise
us with new options. For example, many snack items have historically been
off limits for anyone with allergies or sensitivities to many ingredients, such
as soy, tree nuts, wheat, or shellfish. Thanks to configured recipes, more
snack foods are popping up without these common avoiders—and it’s a
sign of what the future might look like. In shelf stable nuts, trail mixes, and
dried fruit, allergen friendly options are up 7.0% while non-allergen
friendly options are down 7.0%. Similarly, shelf stable crackers and
crispbreads that have allergen-friendly recipes are up 11.6%, easily
outpacing the non-allergen friendly growth of 0.9%. Snacks already
have a mass appeal, and their reach will only broaden as they are able to
accommodate more consumers.

Plant-Based Positioned
Growth Per Channel4
127.9%

RIG
SNE
MULO

57.5%
208.5%
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NATURAL COSMETICS
DEFY THE ODDS
After a year of Zoom meetings and fewer trips out of the house, there has
been less incentive to apply cosmetics and even fewer opportunities to
browse the aisles for a new product. Covid-19 shopping patterns created
a significant impact in the cosmetics category across 2020, and there was
a 6.3% decrease in cosmetics and beauty products over the past year.
Despite this overall decrease, cosmetics and beauty products with natural
claims and innovative ingredients thrived, revealing that shoppers are willing to indulge in unique products that reflect their values. One of the largest
trends in natural cosmetics is the emergence of clean beauty and free-from
claims. Cosmetics labeled vegan are up 33.7% over the past year, and
cosmetics labeled 100% organic are up 51.8%. Natural cosmetics take
up more shelf space than ever while shoppers search for natural-oriented
claims across retailers, looking for innovative cosmetics they can use with
confidence.

Natural vs Conventional
Product Growth

MULO
30%
20%

SNE

10%

60%

0%

40%
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20%
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30%
20%
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12 Weeks

24 Weeks

12 Weeks

RIG

Why is clean beauty trending at a time when the category is trying to rebound? Supply chain transparency and simple, understandable ingredients
have become priorities for shoppers across the entire retail landscape, and
this includes cosmetic and beauty products. Beauty routines have simplified over the past year and a desire for skin care-quality features means
the shopper is searching for multi-function cosmetic products they can trust.
Potentially harmful ingredients like PFAS, also called “forever chemicals”
because of their risk of bioaccumulation, appearing in cosmetics means
the discerning shopper is weary of complicated and unclear ingredients.
Relying on label claims like vegan and organic provides the transparency
the shopper seeks. Natural cosmetics are no longer a niche market, but instead are now driving trends across the beauty aisle and fueling innovation
and growth.
Overall, cosmetic and beauty products are bouncing back. Fueled by a
return to normal habits and greater access to natural cosmetics that were
previously only visible in natural-only spaces, cosmetic and beauty products are up 14.4% in the last 12 week period compared to the same
time period last year. As clean beauty becomes the standard in the beauty aisle, natural cosmetic brands are now differentiating themselves in this
category even more by leaning into plant-based, botanical, and innovative
ingredients that provide skin care-like features to cosmetics. Cocokind’s
Mai-Light Rose Highlighter Stick features Maitake Mushrooms for an added
antioxidant benefit. Mad Hippie’s Cheek & Lip Tint features Sea Buckthorn
Berry and Blueberry Extract for their antioxidant and skin boosting properties. This blend of plant-based benefit and beauty application is a trend to
keep an eye on as natural cosmetics continue to innovate the cosmetic and
beauty category.
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PET PARENTS PUT THEIR MONEY
WHERE THEIR HE ARTS ARE
Pet parents are as committed to their pets’ health as they are to their own,
and that’s why they seek out unique, innovative products. That commitment
paired with the pandemic, which forced many pet owners to spend more
time at home with their furry friends over the last year, meant a boost in
sales. The pet retail market is experiencing a 3.7% dollar growth yearover-year. Not only are shoppers purchasing more toys, treats, and food,
but they’re putting a large focus on healthier options. With organic pet
products up 22%, shoppers want their healthy dietary choices to mimic
the menu their pets can enjoy.

Neighborhood Pet
Category Growth
223.8%
65.4%
Toppers &
Mixers
- Cat Food

35.6%

22.1%

Toppers &
Mixers
- Dog Food

Freeze Dried

36.8%
Collagen
Produts

Fish Oil

12.3%
CBD

Data shows that SPINS proprietary Neighborhood Pet channel is leading
the growth for freeze dried pet food, growing at 21%. Brands like Stella &
Chewy’s, Primal, and Northwest Naturals are leading the charge in the
freeze-dried category, an emerging segment in which nutrients are kept
intact with minimal processing

Stella
& Chewy’s

Primal

Nordic
Naturals

Supplements are also seeing a significant jump, especially those containing
CBD. CBD items have seen a 22% growth due to the benefits of helping pets with joint pain, inflammation, anxiety, and a mix of other ailments.
Other ingredients, like fish oil and glucosamine, are also making their way
into more products and pet diets. Ark Naturals gentle digest chews offer
probiotic benefits, as well as Nordic Naturals Omega-3 Pet Fish Oil supplements.
As retailers look ahead, they should remember to balance the everyday
needs of pet owners—such as online ordering for those busy days—with
the specialty items that differentiate them from everyone else.
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RE ADY TO DRINK COCKTAILS GO
WITH EVERY THING
Shoppers have spent over a year celebrating happy hour from their own
living rooms and experimenting with which staples to keep stocked on
their home bar cart. With the alcohol category filled with plenty of options,
brands have had to stay on top of what’s trending to be the chosen one
in shoppers’ baskets. As the low-calorie market evolves, consumers have
higher expectations for drinks to not only deliver good taste, but also not
break their dietary goals.

Low Calorie Hard Cider, Mead,
& Malt Beverage Growth

Organic beer is also gaining popularity with a 20% increase across all
channels. Specifically, Flying Embers hard kombucha was up a whopping
557%, showing you don’t need to be a classic brand to succeed. “Light”
drinks are still expected to taste great, and with so many new competitors
popping up in the market every day, brands are continuing to evolve to
meet expectations. Retailers and brands alike can reach new customers by
creating new products in these trending segments.

69.6%

52 Weeks
24 Weeks

On-the-go cocktails are on the rise, especially with offerings of unique
flavors that aren’t easily replicated with at home mixology. And not only can
these products give shoppers a delicious happy hour, but they can do it in a
healthy and convenient way. Brands like San Juan Seltzer and Cutwater
are blazing a trail in the hard cider, seltzer, and malt beverage category
which saw a 65% growth in SPINS multioutlet channel.

9.6%

San Juan
Seltzer

Flying
Embers

Cutwater
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CLE AN L ABEL IS TAKING
OVER BEVERAGES
The rise of functional beverages is meeting the rise of clean label head on.
Once considered sugary and unhealthy, beverages are removing the stigma and removing artificial ingredients along with it. For example, we are
seeing SPINS Vital Clean Shelf Stable Functional Beverages growing
at 36% and 46% over the past 12 weeks in the Conventional and Natural Enhanced channels respectively. Both cases are over triple the growth
of shelf stable functional beverages that are not SPINS Vital Clean over the
same time period in those channels. The message is clear that consumers
no longer wish to compromise on “clean.” Another important shift is the
acceleration of organic in the shelf stable soda and carbonated beverage
category. Products with organic ingredients are up 65% cross channel
(multioutlet + Natural Enhanced) over the past 12 weeks, showing how
even a category once thought of as pure sugary indulgence is looking for
better and cleaner sourcing of ingredients.

Clean Label Growth
SNE vs. RIG
26.2%

16.8%

Poppi
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14.4%
11.5%

13.5%
8.1%
3.7%
0.0%

Shelf Stable
Functional
Beverages

Rowdy
Mermaid

SNE
RIG

Refrigerated Tea
& Coffee RTD

Shelf Stable Tea
& Coffee RTD

Shelf Stable Soda
& Carbonated
Beverages

Retailers should take notice when deciding on picking up new items and
merchandising, especially within functional beverages. Consider Poppi, a
stevia sweetened soda that adds in apple cider vinegar for digestion support and uses no artificial ingredients. Another clean functional beverage
is the adaptogen tonics by Rowdy Mermaid. Combining low sugar and
organic ingredients, these tonics aim to provide a variety of functions while
eliminating anything artificial, giving it the ‘clean label’.
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STAY AHE AD
WITH SPINS

N

ow you know what’s happening in the natural industry and why it got
there, you’re probably wondering what to do next. You’re probably
aware that this industry isn’t static, and shoppers are always eager for
innovation. SPINS is committed to helping retailers understand their
shoppers so they can provide the best in-store experience for them. Retail
partners who have access to SPINS reporting and product discovery
solutions are able to identify, rank, and introduce new brands and products
while shedding light on what to discontinue. We also work closely with
brands to ensure they have the information they need to adapt and create
products that resonate on store shelves.

SPINS empowers the industry
with wellness-focused data technology.
SPINS is the leading wellness-focused data technology company and
a passionate advocate of better-for-you brands, providing performance
analytics, trend forecasting, and customer activation solutions for the
Natural Products Industry. Our solutions drive insights to activation:
PERFORMANCE INSIGHTS
Manage and grow your business
based on retail performance data
& market dynamics

MARKET ACTIVATION
Connect consumers to your
products, drive velocity, and
measure impact

INNOVATION
Gain visibility to emerging
trends & white space to uncover
opportunities

PRODUCT INTELLIGENCE
Uncover unseen drivers of
purchase behavior among wellness
consumers

DATA HARMONIZATION
Consolidate your data from
multiple sources into one place
for a complete view

Click here to learn more.

1. SPINS Natural Enhanced Channel, Regional Grocery and Conventional Multioutlet Channel (powered by IRI) 24 Weeks Ending 6.13.2021
2. SPINS Natural Enhanced Channel and SPINS Multioutlet (powered by IRI) | 24 Weeks Ending 6-13-2021
3. SPINS Natural Enhanced Channel, Regional Grocery 24 Weeks Ending 6.13.2021
4. SPINS Natural Enhanced Channel, Regional Grocery and Conventional Multioutlet Channel (powered by IRI) 24 Weeks Ending 6.13.2021
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www.spins.com
222 W Hubbard Suite 300,
Chicago IL 60654
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